goal of these prevention programs is, as the "van for needy youth" story illustrates, to prevent them from becoming future problems themselves. The relatively affluent, mostly white youth volunteers, in contrast, come partly for the purpose of plumping up their CV's for their future college applications, since they know that college admissions committees will want evidence of an applicant's good citizenship. Volunteers in this cate gory usually come to meetings alone, driving their own cars, rather than as part of a larger group. Their volunteer work has different sponsorsincluding their families, who do not need to be publicly convinced to spend money (on transportation, food, adult planners' help, for example) to make these young people into good volunteers and good citizens. No one could avoid noticing these inequalities, but talking about them was taboo, resulting in another typical, everyday tension in Empowerment Projects.
Empowerment Projects are supposed to blend different kinds of people and different kinds of organizations-civic association, state agency, non profit organization, family, and cultural tradition. Since funding is usually shortterm, all of this blending has to happen fl exibly, rapidly, and trans parently, with documentation for multiple sources, each with a separate form. Organizers celebrate all this melting of stiff boundaries, fi nding it exciting and empowering. But the blending also produces tensions, as it is often hard to juggle this many different types of relationships all in one place, all at once-as the anger in the awards luncheon shows.
Morally Magnetic Missions, Predictable Puzzles
A tangle of hopes gives Empowerment Projects their "family resemblance." 1 Like any kind of organization, an Empowerment Project has to make big, beautiful, public promises, both to participants and to outside on lookers. Organizations often do not fulfill their lofty promises, and, as this book will show, when one promise is met, it often conflicts with an other of the many promises, yielding unintended consequences.
While these morally magnetic stories do not guide action in any straightforward way, they are not irrelevant, either. They nourish orga nizers' powerful passions, without which Empowerment Projects would be dry and empty-and much more expensive, since paid organizers often lovingly work for free on weekends and evenings.
2 And even when people do not feel inspired, they still have to do something to appear to carry out an Empowerment Project's missions. 3 When focusing on promoting civic engagement, people are supposed to associate as independent equals, in an organization whose door should always be open to any newcomers. When hoping for safe, comfortable intimacy, people are supposed to be like family, not with an alwaysopen door, not so flexible that their relationships should easily end when the grant ends. Emily, for example, knows how fast the hair on her kids' arms grows. When aiming for fl exibility, innovation, inspiration, and multicul turalism, people are supposed to connect as respectful, curious strangers, open to new adventures, not necessarily comfortably, but "stretching their comfort zones" and "getting out of their boxes"-the farther out, the better.
In principle, organizers approve of all of the many missions, but in everyday practice, fulfilling them sometimes feels wrong-to organizers, youth participants, or both. 4 Despite their feelings and their moral judg ments, organizers still have to keep trying. All of the morally magnetic missions become harmful or beneficial, depending on how people man age to blend them with the other missions.
In principle, for example, flexible innovation means "breaking out of boxes" and "promoting diversity," which Snowy Prairie organizers relish. But in the conditions of an Empowerment Program, it also means con stant fundraising for shortterm funding, which organizers do not relish. Fresh projects get seed money, and old, stale projects are continually trimmed away; everyone has to be eager to start a new project all the time, even when their previous project is just getting off the ground. Youth volunteers have to want to combat homelessness for six months; next, they have to feel inspired to combat racism or promote literacy, depending on the next funder's agenda. Intimacy has to materialize fast, too, because programs can end when temporary funding ends.
In principle, Snowy Prairie organizers hope to help the needy, but say ing it directly makes them uncomfortable. They do not want to speak of their work in those terms in front of the youth; to organizers' ears, "help" and "needy" sound disrespectful. They have to speak in those terms, however; as partly governmentfunded agencies, they have to demon strate transparency, clearly documenting that they help the needy.
In principle, organizers also consider transparency and innovation to be fine ideals, but as we will see, these hopes often materialize as a nag ging pile of forms on organizers' desks, for new grants every six months, each demanding slightly different data. Organizers dutifully supply the data and then, with an ironic lilt to their voices, mock their own comical precision: numbers of youth volunteers, numbers of minority youth vol unteers (which means categorizing and labeling them, which organizers loathe to do), number of adult volunteers, tons of food delivered to the needy, numbers of recipients served, hours and minutes of service ren dered to the community by the programs' volunteers, number of preg nancies and crimes and addictions successfully prevented.
In principle, organizers hope to promote civic engagement, but some times, as we will soon see, even this magnetic mission can be destructive, in practice, when temporary volunteers try to forge instant intimacy with disadvantaged youth. And when it is destructive, organizers still have to try to fulfill this mission, because funders want quality assurance, 5 which means, in these types of organizations, systematic accounting, to demon strate that these are not stiff, topdown bureaucracies. Empowerment Projects' twisted task, then, is to demonstrate to distant bureaucrats that they are grassroots, intimate, and nonbureaucratic. 6 This book tells how these morally magnetic missions transfi gure when they materialize in the everyday lives of Empowerment Projects.
What Organizations Fit the Category "Empowerment Project"?
Different Empowerment Projects develop different organizational styles, but the family resemblance is clear: An Empowerment Project is an orga nization that blends most or all of these missions, using a complex mix of government, nonprofit, and private funds to transform whole groups of people's personal feelings and sense of self, to cure them of their social ills by "empowering" them. These projects' goal is to bring people closer to government, to bring people closer to each other, so that the participants can make decisions in a democratic way. The projects aim to make people take responsibility for-or unfairly make them feel responsible for-their own fates.
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Included in this newly recognizable, newly prevalent constellation of organizations are "participatory democracy" projects that invite local citizens not just to contribute to local decisionmaking, but to transform their attachments, their feelings of belonging, responsibility, community, and self.
Included also are many current economic development schemes. In the past ten years, governments, intergovernmental organizations like the World Bank, and nongovernmental organizations have been aiming to build democracy and better economies, simultaneously, by bringing citi zens closer to each other, and bringing citizens closer to government. 8 The idea is that changing "the culture" and "empowering" poor people to run small businesses or cooperatives-in Cairo, or Santiago, or rural Malawi, for some examples 9 -will promote economic development. This approach took off when development experts began noticing that an active economy develops in informal places: the people who gather in the local chorus, or the café, also network with one another-the shoe maker finds himself across the table from the shoelace maker and they make a deal, based on feelings of trust.
10 Empowerment Projects draw upon these informal ties as resources for creating a better economy. These projects' common phrases include: "If you give a man a fish, you feed him for a day. If you teach a man to fish, you feed him for a lifetime," 11 "asset based community development," "capacitybuilding," "participation," and "community."
Without emphasizing the "civic" side as much, some projects bear a family resemblance to Empowerment Projects that is a bit less immediate, but clear, nonetheless. For example, alternative women's prisons with mixed governmentnonprofit funding sources encourage prisoners to transform their desires and become "empowered" to eat healthful food, avoid drugs, and get a good education. While the prison project does not aim to cultivate grassroots political participation, it aims to transform in timate feelings of a whole group, and to teach the women to "take respon sibility" for social conditions, even those that are beyond their control. 12 Not included in the galaxy of Empowerment Projects would be social service organizations that receive mixed funding but do not aim to pro mote personal transformation and empowerment. For example, a pre school that takes care of clients, but in which "fostering community ties within the organization is not part of [the] focus,"
13 or a health clinic whose employees harbor no dreams of transforming clients and their communities, would not be in this strangely intimate, civic territory that I am calling the Empowerment Project.
14 A purely corporatesponsored volunteer project, such as Disney's Showyourcharacter.com, or Georgia Pacific's "Angels in Action" award-of a year's supply of toilet paper for exceptional youth volunteers-would not be an Empowerment Project; funding comes only from one private source, and is mainly a clever form of public relations. Many American school districts require community service as a condition of high school graduation. While they use Empow erment Talk, student participation in them is not optional, and they usu ally do not have multiple funding sources, so they are not Empowerment Projects.
Organizers often expect Empowerment Projects to work the same way everywhere, regardless of conditions, as if "where there is a will, there is a way," as if keeping your eyes on the prize will get you there. This book shows how keeping your eyes on the prize can work, in certain conditions, but not just regardless of conditions. To make it work more often, partici pants would have to ask themselves why they had not gotten to the elusive prize yet. They would have to comb through their past and present condi tions, to locate obstacles to the prize. This rarely happens; participants have usually run off to join another project before any serious questioning has begun. This disregard for past and present conditions is a central theme of this book-a predominant color braided through our rug.
Through reading studies of similar projects around the world, I saw that Empowerment Projects routinely face similar crisscrossed requirements, but have different routine, everyday, patterns for meeting them. In most, the hope of being able to start with a blank slate is a recurrent theme. When organizers try to empower people, they often assume that if a pro gram worked well in affluent, egalitarian Denmark, for example, they can export it and make it work in Albania. They do not carefully consider how it matters that the two places have very different degrees of class inequality, different degrees of ethnic diversity, different charitable prac tices based in religion, family, civic association, and/or government, dif ferent etiquette, different levels of literacy, different degrees of access to running water, electricity and the Internet. 15 So, our second step is to no tice participants' everyday, routine ways of keeping their organizations going, as if no past or current conditions might get in their way.
An Archeology of American Empowerment Projects
Empowerment Projects missions have strong, longlived roots in Ameri can history. 16 Americans have long treasured "local, closetohome civic engagement," "soulchanging inspiration," and "innovation and multi culturalism" as sources of good citizenship and good personhood.
Organizers' eagerness to link civic engagement with comfortable, inti mate domestic life has a long history. When French observer Alexis de Tocqueville visited the youthful America in the 1830s, he was amazed and amused at peppy, optimistic Americans' eagerness to fix local prob lems without any help from a centralized government. His example is a man who has to decide, with his neighbors, whether a road should be built in front of his own home. While it would be "hard to pull a man out of his own self, to interest him in the fate of the whole state," it is much easier for him to get involved in a local, closetohome issue, in which, "he discovers, without even knowing it . . . a tight link between his pri vate interest and the common interest."
17 In this longstanding American tale, the man's efforts to protect his domestic comfort imperceptibly slide into a broader concern for the whole society. The man's circle of concern expands. It may never have been as effortless as Tocqueville makes it seem, to move from private to public, but the parable is a powerful inspi ration for American ideas about volunteering, nonetheless. If we were archeologists, this would be one layer in Empowerment Talk's sedimented riverbed of morally alluring stories.
Snowy Prairie organizers' eagerness to honor deep, spiritual inspira tion also has long roots in American culture. In a canonical essay, "Self Reliance," Ralph Waldo Emerson 18 says that it is a moral duty to "Insist on yourself; never imitate . . . (for) God is here within."
19 Organizers wanted youth to "get in communication with the internal ocean," as Emerson put the idea. This internal ocean stretches, infinitely blue, past the limiting, constricting horizons of social institutions, to a place where each individual stands whole, free of social conditions, independent. In this image, moral vision cannot come from waiting for some bureaucrat or pious church offi cial 20 to tell you about goodness; the only reliable source of morality is the sacred ocean within, the place where rivers of deep personal feelings, intuitions, and passions merge in a communion where "the most personal is the most universal." In Emerson's extreme, mystical, solitary, cosmic vision, all ideas and all people are one vast unity. Empowerment Projects somehow have to tame inspiration, to make it useful for mundane, daytoday organizationbuilding.
Snowy Prairie organizers' faith in innovation and multicultural ex perimentation has deep American roots, too. Social reformer Jane Ad dams reflected on her handson volunteer work with immigrants in early twentiethcentury Chicago, saying that in a diverse society, it is citizens' "moral duty" to explore, to throw themselves into close contact with people who are very different from themselves, to seek out situations that she says should, if experienced slowly, delicately, with sensitivity, leave them feeling "perplexed." Addams' thinly veiled selfportrait painfully describes how the "daintily clad charity visitor" starts off wanting to help poor immigrants without questioning her own morals, but soon discov ers that if she wants to help the poor, she has to challenge her own moral assumptions. If, for example, a poor family has to choose between forc ing their children to drop out of school to take paid jobs, versus becom ing homeless as a family, Addams realizes that her initial indignation about child labor, based on her own elite upbringing, rings false, because she has misunderstood how their moral decisions make sense in their reallife conditions of poverty. To help them, she realizes that she has to change her own life, by changing the society that they all share. In this example, she has to make child labor unnecessary by becoming a political activist, advocating for minimumwage laws, so the parents can make enough money without relying on their children's wages. 21 What initially seemed like harmless, apolitical volunteer work undermines the charity visitor's takenforgranted sense of reality. Addams says it is her moral duty to question the ground while walking on it, and not just to question it, but to change the ground-to change laws regulating the economy, in the minimum wages example.
Addams' life illustrates Snowy Prairie organizers' ideal model for soul changing, worldchanging volunteerism. Such slow, delicate, tentative groping is indeed possible for a very longterm, paid organizer like Emily, but not for adult volunteers or youth volunteers. And as we will see, fi ght ing to change laws like Addams' minimumwage battle is not possible in these organizations, since organizers assume that they have to avoid political confl ict. Addams' vision shines through Empowerment Projects, but like Emerson's stringent vision, hers is tamed: Empowerment Projects speed it up, vacuum any political conflict out of it, and make it accessible to people who may not be ready to change their souls.
It may seem as if Empowerment Projects' treatment of the young is not new, either. Following a strong current in American childrearing pat terns, 22 Snowy Prairie organizers do not want to pass down any oppres sive, preset rules or rituals to youth, refusing, for example, to give curi ous teens in the Martin Luther King Day planning committee any hints about how the holiday has been celebrated in the past. Organizers want youth participants to take the future into their own hands-"never imi tate," as Emerson said, to "make the road by walking it," as activists since the civil rights movement have said, 23 to "learn by doing," as American schoolteachers say. If, they think, young people just started doing things together, working together, they will learn to get along, and will make discoveries that no adult could ever have imagined. Organizers consider this process to be better than imposing any dusty, confining old rules and limits on the young.
Another aspect of Empowerment Projects echoes common, long standing patterns of child rearing: If the caregiver makes the young per son feel more independent than he or she actually is so far, the young person may feel strong and proud, and may grow into the feeling, grow ing to fit the projected image. Making her feel competent and confi dent by attributing more capability to her than she actually has may be a nor mal part of good, respectful nurturance. This feeling of "prospectancy" may be the necessary leavening in a hopeful, buoyant personality.
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These fears and hopes are new neither for American social policy, nor for American civic life, nor for American childhood. They are built into the very structure of our government. In other wealthy nations, policy makers and voters assume that the facetoface process is not enough; that citizens cannot become equals in the civic realm if they enter it as extreme unequals in the first place-if some are too poor, too sick, too uneducated, homeless, or disabled to enter on equal footing. Rather than waiting for private charities or nonprofits or volunteers to take up the slack, those other nations developed sturdy-or "expensive and infl exibly centralized and disrespectful," depending on your point of view-social safety nets. Voters in those countries have considered equality worth the price if it means that no one has to enter civic life through the servants' door, as a secondclass citizen. Most Snowy Prairie organizers favor wel fare, but they also hope to lessen inequality directly, themselves, right now, before government policies might change. They hope that people can become equals by working together, step by step, regardless of their divergent starting points. They hope that respectfully treating people "prospectantly," as if they are independent equals will begin to make them so, and might even set them on the path of upward mobility. Snowy Prairie's organizers echo Emerson's, Tocqueville's, and Addams' and others' longlived, potent tales of good citizenship, 25 along with our deepest intuitions of how to raise creative and competent children. Empowerment Projects' many missions might then seem like timeless manifestations of American culture: Tocquevillean civic engagement � Emersonian inspiration � Addams' experimentation and multicultural curiosity � common child raising patterns. But the result is not a simple addition problem.
These old, nearly sacred ideals transform when they materialize in Em powerment Projects. In them, volunteers' "internal ocean" is explicitly put to use as, for example, a form of pregnancy and drug abuse prevention. Emerson's vast ultramarine ocean has a rapidly approaching deadline on the rushed Empowerment Project's short time horizon. Addams' slow cultivation of moral perplexity transforms, as well: civic participation, inspiration, and appreciation of diverse cultures all have to be rendered transparently visible, for quick and easy assessment by multiple, distant, hurried audiences. The tradition of honoring youthful freshness also transforms, in these shortterm projects: it has high financial stakes and has to be constantly publicized.
The Flight from the Bureaucrat's Ghost
Our local organizers often tell a tale that derides distant experts-specifi cally, the government planners of the 1950s and '60 s who bulldozed the charming, mixeduse, slightly ramshackle ethnic neighborhood of three story wooden houses near Community House to build effi cient, imper sonal highrise housing projects. Organizers say that those tidy modern projects destroyed local, grassroots, informal comfort, where the friendly old neighbor could sit on a stoop keeping an eye on the kids as they freely roamed, where the corner grocery store, the school, and home blended together, in the exuberant, creative life of the street. 26 Distant experts knocked down the homey neighborhoods without noticing what was good about them.
The old twentiethcentury bureaucrat's ghost haunt organizers, moti vating them to try to bring government close to the people and bring the people close to each other. With visceral disgust, organizers and funders alike revile anything that smells of inflexible experts, infl exible govern ment, rigid rules, and rigid roles, people who are trapped in the past. In stead, they want openended, spontaneous voluntary participation; ap preciation of diverse cultures; a bridging of differences between rich and poor, white and nonwhite, expert and average nonexpert citizens; they want intimacy and exploration. They want organizations that can break down borders and hierarchies, not be trapped by past expectations but be open to limitless, seemingly impossible dreams. They want youth volun teers to open up their imaginations, in organizations that they say are open and undefi ned and up to you to decide 'whatever. ' Organizers' desperate flight from the bureaucrat's ghost does not nec essarily yield the rosy outcomes for which they hoped. Making rigid dis tinctions and relying on experts had predictable opportunities and dan gers in the "modern" organizations of the mid1900s. Trying to do the opposite, and imagining that everything and everyone can effortlessly blend, brings predictable opportunities and dangers to Empowerment Projects. Now, volunteering has become flexible, temporary, "loose connec tions." 27 Volunteers are supposed to be capable of helping the needy quickly, and without any need for expertise. Diverse participants are sup posed to be able to bond quickly and easily, and separate just as easily. The past is no longer supposed to be a rigid model. On the contrary, it is supposed to be completely irrelevant. Instead of making stiff judgments based on narrow rules, organizers have difficulty pronouncing any judg ments at all. In this, Empowerment Projects echo trends that resonate throughout society, with its temporary jobs, temporary marriages, tem porary government programs. They embody a futureoriented, doubt filled spirit that filters through many aspects of contemporary life-a point to which we will return in the conclusion.
Empowerment Projects promote ideals that once were uncommon, fresh, radical, and "antiestablishment." Now, these ideals are common, established principles in all sorts of organizations.
28 And so, in the course of volunteering, I was struck with the possibility that I was witnessing how big processes were materializing, step by step, in little organizations like Snowy Prairie's youth programs, in themes and variations all over the country and perhaps around the world.
Typical Puzzles in Empowerment Projects
Part One portrays puzzles of cultivating civic, open equality. Part Two portrays the puzzles of cultivating intimate comfort and safety. Section 3 describes the twists and turns in promoting multicultural experimenta tion. Since organizers were supposed to be fulfilling these missions at once, while also helping the needy and being both transparent and fl exi ble, starting at any of these three points ends up looped together with the others, where they all meet. So, my three categories follow organizers' attention, my gaze following the aspect of the Empowerment Project that they themselves lit up most brightly at the moment.
Within part one, chapter 2, "Participating under Unequal Auspices," shows what happened when the two different sets of youth volunteers were supposed to meet as equals in the civic engagement projects. Disadvan taged youth often overheard the public speeches about them, document ing their programs' effectiveness in preventing crime, drug abuse, and pregnancy. So it made sense that they spoke of themselves as outcomes and variables; they understood that they themselves were considered the main problem to solve. Nondisadvantaged youth assumed, in con trast, that they were supposed to solve the problems of distant others. The two sets of volunteers could not talk about this inequality together, but they had to know about it, just in order to make sense of action in the programs.
In chapter 3, "'The Spirit that Moves Inside You': Puzzles of Using Volunteering to Cure the Volunteer's Problems," we see that when the soulchanging spirit flickers inside you, it can be exciting. It can also be frightening. Since organizers also had to help needy or troubled youth volunteers, volunteering usually had to be easy, not frighteningly soulchanging.
Chapter 4, "Temporal Leapfrog: Puzzles of Timing," portrays the pro grams' possibly mismatched time lines, and shows how participants aligned them by focusing on future potential. Sometimes this temporal leapfrog worked, for example, when organizers patiently kept treating needy, troubled youth participants as if they were selfpropelled leaders, even before they really were selfpropelled leaders. After a year or so, some of them grew into the "prospective" hope. But sometimes this focus on future potential came at the expense of any focus on the past or pres ent. For example, hungry, homeless recipients of youth volunteers' aid might not be able to wait until volunteers become inspired and compe tent enough to find them food and shelter. There were other temporal disconnections as well: organizers needed to apply for grants over the summer-often on specific topics such as tobacco prevention, promotion of the arts, or literacy-before new youth volunteers arrived each Sep tember. Another temporal disjuncture was that organizers tried to "build community" by "drawing on community," "build leadership by drawing on leadership," treating "the community," "leadership," "good choices," and other potentials "simultaneously as diagnosis and cure." 29 This chap ter shows how even with these mismatched time frames, people still man aged to coordination everyday action.
Chapter 5,"Democracy Minus Disagreement, Civic Skills Minus Politics, Blank 'Reflections,'" opens with some organizers' passionate dream: to encourage youth volunteers to care about politics and "the big picture." Doing so would have required discussion and possibly led to confl ict, which most organizers considered depressing and difficult, not inspiring and easy. There was not enough time for reflective discussions, anyway. So, the youth programs all just conducted projects with which no hu mane person could disagree-gathering mittens and cans of tuna for the poor, but not asking why there is hunger, for example-thus severing any connection between civic volunteering and political engagement, and tending to breed, paradoxically, hopelessness about finding any solutions beyond one mitten at a time.
Part Two follows organizers' activities that aimed to cultivate intimacy, comfort, and safety. Chapter 6, "Harmless and Destructive Volunteers," portrays adult volunteers who came to help in the summer and after school homework programs. Adult volunteers' presence symbolized, in funders' eyes, that a program enjoyed local grassroots support, so paid organizers could not shut out these volunteers. However, when they came to the afterschool programs for one or two hours a week for a few months or a year at most, their shortterm, optional, sporadic efforts at creating intimate bonds with youth participants undermined the intimate atmosphere that a devoted paid organizer like Emily managed to create.
Chapter 7, "Paid Organizers Creating Temporally Finite, Intimate, Familylike Attachment," shows how some of the paid organizers became intimate with some of their program's members. Organizers wanted to become familylike with all of their program participants. But they were not expecting to share a lifetime with them, and their intimacy was on display for public judgment. Nevertheless, some fulltime, longterm paid organizers managed to become "like family" to their youth program par ticipants. Puzzles of loyalty-another set of temporal puzzles-ensued.
Chapter 8, "Publicly Questioning Need: Food, Safety, and Comfort," focuses on desires that organizers were not supposed to call "needs," but I do: for food, safety and comfort. Part of an organizer's job was to make participants question their feelings, and to treat all desires as "choices. Empowerment Projects invited participants to draw on deep, intimately comfortable feelings, but also to challenge these feelings, never taking anything for granted. The projects put participants' feelings on display, lit up and explicit, in the glare of multiple, crisscrossed lights. In this shad owless light, organizers could, without offending any of the program's multiple audiences, say neither that their participants had any unmet "needs," nor any bad habits and desires, nor could they explain why par ticipants had ever any unmet needs or bad habits or desires in the fi rst place. The programs were supposed to do more than fulfill basic needs, but were supposed to retrain participants' habits, to learn to satisfy their need for food in healthful ways, for example. Organizers found that funders would not pay for food unless the request for funding cast "food" as something more important than a mere "need," saying that good nutri tion enhanced brain development, prevented obesity, or established a homey feeling in a program. Programs still hardly ever got any food, but did offer many theoretical lessons about food.
Chapter 9, "Drawing on Shared Experience in a Divided Society: Get ting People Out of their 'Clumps,'" shows organizers' heroic efforts to get the socially diverse youth volunteers to bond quickly, easily, and comfort ably. Organizers hoped that sharing their tastes, habits, and desires would help, but the only desires that these diverse and unequal youth ever said they shared were for pizza and blue jeans. Paradoxically, these exercises showed participants just how uncomfortable diverse, unequal people felt when they were thrown together: an important sociological lesson in just how deep social divisions go. It was an important lesson, but not what the programs aimed to teach.
Part Three examines the promotion of multicultural experimentation and diversity. Chapter 10, "'Getting Out of Your Box' versus 'Preserving a Culture': Two Opposed Ways of 'Appreciating Cultural Diversity,'" shows that, for people who considered themselves minorities, multicul turalism meant safety and protection-protecting a tradition by staying apart from the mainstream. For people who felt "mainstream"-usually white, middleclass-it meant exploring and mixing, not staying apart.
Chapter 11, "Tell Us about Your Culture: What Participants Count as 'Culture,'" shows how participants used the terms "culture" and "diver sity." People used these terms so constantly, they seemed to mean every thing and nothing. While Empowerment Talk summons us to draw on our unique cultures, no cultures fit the bill. All were too hard to under stand quickly, or were considered too sexist, racist, hierarchical, inacces sible, constraining, frozen, or ossified. Participants had to cleanse their cultures before allowing them to enter the open, fl exible, optional, trans parent, egalitarian civic arena. While the term "cultural diversity" never led to exploration of anyone's religion, history, or language, this chapter shows that this cleansing still had an effect. It made the differences feel transparent, weightless, and easy to doubt.
Chapter 12, "Celebrating . . . Empowerment Projects!" describes the bewildering, overstimulating form of Empowerment Projects' public events. In roughly similar words, all flyers for these events invited people to "celebrate our diverse, multicultural community." The events had no center stage, but loud music from multiple stages, each playing its own music. Organizers would not specify what the celebrations were about, intentionally leaving it "open and undefined." Nonetheless, anyone who attended a few of them knew exactly what to expect: a jumble of non profit, activist, and government programs-drug abuse programs, high blood pressure prevention programs, prison rights projects, home heating projects-making the celebration of "our multicultural community" seem like a public service announcement offering instruction in how to avoid the heartbreaks that disproportionately touch the poor and the ill. "Our diverse, multicultural community" became, in everyday usage, a way of avoiding a conversation about poverty, and simultaneously, of celebrating Empowerment Projects.
Having quietly, patiently, watched and waited for patterns in the rug to appear, throughout these chapters, we can now piece together practical proposals. Based on this nowsolid ground that helps us see what we can reasonably hope for or expect from them, the conclusion offers some urgent proposals for Empowerment Projects.
